
During the last few years of successful Makerspace operation, we learned a
lot about the processes during the Open Hours. Still, we found the following
problems:

• Working with printouts: Introduction manuals and checklists printed on
paper have certain disadvantages: uncomfortable for the Makerspace
Managers because they have to find and carry the right sheets, there is a
tradeoff between details and number of pages, it is not possible to include
multimedia content like videos in the introduction manuals and they have
to be reprinted for minor changes.

• Mobility: The static locations of the terminals interrupt the workflows of
the Makerspace Managers and users.

• Ergonomics: The ergonomics of the acos hardware and software for the
Makerspace Managers were not optimal for all tasks. The administrative
functions for the managers were not all intuitive and did not fit the
workflows of the managers well. The input of longer text (e.g. justifying a
blacklisting entry) on a display screwed to the wall is not comfortable.

To put this goal into reality, two Samsung Tab Active 2 tablet computers with
integrated RFID scanner and camera are used. The software consist of two
parts:
- The server backend written in PHP using a MySQL database
- The frontend written in C++ using Qt and QML for the user interface,

which allows the system to be run on different platforms (e.g Android,
Linux, Windows, etc.)

For the future we plan an HTML frontend to allow the administration of the
system in a web browser on desktop computers.
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4 Tools

5 Conclusion

The new hardware and improved software simplifies the tasks of the
Makerspace Managers during the Open Hours significantly, by allowing
paperless, mobile and ergonomic workflows. We have been able to decrease
the number of human errors and came closer to our goal of running a student
driven Makerspace with the highest possible standards in education and
safety. In addition to this, we can reduce the use of paper.
While the used tablet computers are affordable standard hardware (~400$),
tremendous effort went into the improvement of the software.
Due to the great flexibility of the hardware and software, processes can be
added and updated without major changes to the underlying code. This allows
us to implement the feedback from our constant exchange with the
Makerspace Managers in a fast and easy way.

3 Solution

We introduced tablet computers with integrated RFID readers which are
compatible with the student ID-cards and can replace stationary terminals.
The tablets solve the mobility problem, and parts of the ergonomics problem
since their virtual keyboards provide a more comfortable text input.
The following features and improvements have been added to the software:

• Process Construction Kit: This kit allows the definition of workflows in
simple XML or JSON files. A process is split into bricks that can be
combined and linked flexibly. A brick can be passive, like text, picture,
video, a website, or interactive, like a checklist. There are also bricks that
change the user or permission database. E.g. a 3D-printing introduction
consists of many text-, picture- and video-bricks like seen in Fig. 2.
The kit allows us to display all processes like the pre- and post-shift-
checks, machine maintenance and introductions in a unified way. They are
easy to update and expand.

• Barcode Scanner: Using the included camera of the tablet, the
Makerspace Managers can scan the barcode of a material and create a bill
on the go at all storage locations. The amount can then be deducted from
the correct users account by a quick RFID-scan of the students ID-card.

1 Introduction

The Makerspace in the Student Project House at ETH Zurich is an open
workshop run and supervised by a team of 30 student volunteers called
Makerspace Managers. Their tasks include, inter-alia, pre-shift checks,
registration of new users, introductions, user support, safety checks and the
selling of materials.
To keep a high standard for all processes and introductions, we provide
printed checklists and manuals to the Makerspace Managers.
The administration of the Makerspace is handled by our self-invented Access
Control System (acos). It stores the user database, controls machine access,
includes a shop system with user balances and bills, a blacklisting tool for
misbehaving users, electronic lockers and a survey system. The number of
user terminals was increased over time to cover all areas of our growing
Makerspace.

2 Problem • Workshop Feedback: Up until now, our workshops are reviewed using
paper feedback forms that are digitized by hand. By moving this to the
tablet computers, we can directly access the results of the evaluation
without additional work and save a lot of paper on the fly.

• Digital notice board: Often Makerspace Managers must leave a
message for other Managers. E.g. leaving a message about an issue if a
machine is taken out of order. To avoid lost post-its and to add the ability
to include multimedia content into a message, we migrated from analog to
digital notes.
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Fig. 1.  One of the stationary systems in the Makerspace. 
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Fig. 2.  Workflow of a 3D-printing introduction as programmed. 

Fig. 3.  Example use cases of the tablet system. 
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